
COLLABORATION WALL



Collaboration Wall

1.  Signage 2.  Wallpaper 3.  Present

The Collaboration Wall is a high-impact, multi-functional videowall solution allowing for 
effective group visualisation, brand advertising and workspace collaboration. Suitable for 
boardrooms, training spaces and customer experience centres. This impressive ultra wide 
canvas is not only impactful, but simple, easy to use and ultra reliable.

Immerse visitors with inspiring digital content that creates 

impact when you enter the space. The ultra wide canvas 

can display key brand information to customers, suppliers 

and employees. Simple content management allows 

customisation and personalisation to further enhance the 

experience, as well as ensuring content is relevant and up 

to date.

Simply by getting ready to present with ClickShare, the 

canvas will automatically show subtle, non-intrusive 

branded wallpaper that doesn’t distract from the meeting 

or presentation taking place. This wallpaper is utilised to 

increase the adoption of the technology by showing useful, 

step-by-step instructions, and can also further enhance 

brand values.

The Collaboration Wall will automatically optimise the 

presentation and display of content to best fit the ultra 

wide canvas. A single device presenting gets the central 

position and will always be shown in the correct aspect 

ratio. The power of ClickShare does this all without any 

user unnecessary intervention or control, keeping the user 

experience simple and seamless.



Dual Device Collaboration 

Multi Platform Collaboration  

Video Conferencing Integration

Collaborate effectively by displaying from dual devices simultaneously, across multi platforms 

using ClickShare. Two devices will typically fill the whole ultra wide canvas and ensure maximum 

utilisation of the video wall. ClickShare allows presenters to take control and focus on their 

content, and again, ClickShare will always optimise how content is displayed.

PC, MacOS, iOS, Android and Chrome devices can be easily connect and be displayed, allowing 

participants to share from their chosen device with convenience, in both portrait and landscape 

mode. ClickShare will automatically reformat itself and decide how best to utilise the ultra wide 

canvas.

Integrate the Collaboration Wall to your chosen video conferencing platform such as Polycom, 

Cisco, LifeSize, Zoom or Microsoft Teams, and utilise the canvas to create an immersive video 

collaboration experience. Simplicity is still key and ClickShare will continue to enable content 

sharing into the video conference.



Solution Features

Display Options

Barco UniSee Overview LVD5521B Overview KVD5521B

55” bezel-less tiled LCD video wall platform for high 

brightness applications.

55” extreme narrow bezel (1.8 mm) LCD video wall for entry 

level and mid-end applications.

55” ultra narrow bezel (3.5 mm) LCD video wall for entry level 

and mid-end applications.

LCD technology: PA-VA
Resolution:     Full HD (1920 x 1080)
Backlight:  Direct LED
Aspect ratio:  16:9
Luminance:  800 cd/m2 (Typical)

LCD technology: S-IPS
Resolution:     Full HD (1920 x 1080)
Backlight:  Direct LED
Aspect ratio:  16:9
Luminance:  500 cd/m2 (Typical)

LCD technology: IPS
Resolution:     Full HD (1920 x 1080)
Backlight:  Direct LED
Aspect ratio:  16:9
Luminance:  500 cd/m2 (Typical)

4,855 mm

1,367 m
m

55”
• Ultra wide 32:9 Canvas

• 7,680 x 2,160 native resolution (16.5 mega pixel canvas)

• Barco ClickShare CSE-800 presentation engine

• PC, MacOS, iOS, Android & Chrome compatible

• Native 4K HDMI input

• Ultra wide signage integration

• Full audio integration with additional speaker options

• Flexible control, management and monitoring options


